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you try another meditation…you drill ten metres…

and you go to another hole…you start digging there…

you find no oil…

you say no…maybe sufi whirling is better…

bhagwan said dynamic…try dynamic…

all meditations have not worked

i drill but there is no oil

you try some groups…some therapies

nothing is working…tantra may work…

find a girlfriend…find another girlfriend…

girlfriend not working ? 

get a bottle of wine drink it…

this is what is happening in the resort

they have done all the meditation methods…

they gave up

then they started doing all the groups…

they gave up

then they started doing all the therapies…

they gave up

then all the new kinds of girlfriends…all the tantra groups…

they gave up

now they are hitting the bottle

they are all drinking wine

this is a logical way ! from spirit to spirit !!

you have to hit the bottle in the end

the spirit is in the bottle !

the tenth bull is a bottle of wine !!

yes it is…remember ?

the tenth bull is a bottle of wine

you know the ten bulls ?

that is what the management of the resort is doing

drinking one bottle of wine…they have found the truth !

the meditator is a hibernator…

a deep sleeper

people usually fall asleep when i am talking

i am a very boring person

if you listen to me one month

the same old buzz…buzzzzzzz…

i have nothing else to say !

i am not osho

he spoke six hundred books to keep you awake

i am not going to make so much effort like him

i am not a master achieving any mastery

i am just a stupid disciple enjoying…

just gossiping with my friends

i repeat the same words 

this way…that way…this way…that way…

i am saying everyday the same thing…

what else i am going to say ?

i am trying from this way…from that way…

nothing new you will hear from me…

i never did anything interesting in my life

i just went into the same old stillness…stillness…stillness…stillness…

it was so beautiful

what was the need to do anything else ?

when you drill a well drill one well

i keep telling…why sannyasins have missed the truth ?

when you drill one well…drill in the same spot…

you find one spot

for example…kundalini meditation

drill…drill…drill…drill…drill…drill…drill…

just one meditation…

soon the mind will get tired…so boring
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